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Abstract. Despite advancements in research made over the 
past decades, the prognosis of gliomas remains dismal. Fas/
Fas ligand (Fas-L)-related immunotherapy may be regarded 
as a treatment of choice as it can induce the apoptosis of 
glioma cells, and has shown promising results in experimental 
studies. Over the years, brain glioma stem cells (BGSCs) have 
been accepted as the origin of gliomas and determine their 
biological features. The theory of BGSCs has facilitated the 
study of gliomas. In this study, we conducted a series of assays 
to culture BGSCs from clinical samples and determined the 
mRNA expression levels of Fas/Fas-L in BGSCs. We also 
investigated the effects of Fas/Fas-L-related immunotherapy 
on the apoptosis of glioma cells. BGSCs were grown from 
samples of 8 patients suffering from gliomas and identified by 
the assessment of biological characteristics and immunocyto-
chemistry. Total RNA was extracted and reverse-transcribed 
into cDNA, and the expression levels of Fas/Fas-L mRNA 
were determined by real-time RT-PCR, followed by statistical 
analysis. The results showed that the Fas and Fas-L mRNA 
expression levels in BGSCs were lower compared to those in 
primary cultured glioma cells, which were statistically signifi-
cant (P<0.001). These results indicate that immunotherapy 
involving Fas/Fas-L may not eradicate the BGSCs, which 
would result in the relapse of glioma. However, further research 
is required to investigate the mechanisms involved and define 
the prospect of Fas-involved immunotherapy against gliomas.

Introduction

As the most frequent brain tumors, gliomas, especially high- 
grade gliomas (malignant gliomas, e.g., glioblastoma multi-
forme and anaplastic astrocytomas), represent the poorest 
prognosis among primary intracranial tumors. Despite recent 

advances made in surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, the 
morbidity of high-grade brain gliomas is almost unchangeable, 
and remains one of the toughest challenges for neurosurgeons. 
The biological features of brain gliomas, such as extensively 
infiltrative and invasive growth, result in resistance to radical 
surgical therapy, radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Many studies 
have been carried out to improve the outcome of these thera-
pies. Apoptosis mediated by Fas and Fas Ligand (Fas/Fas-L) 
is constantly a major focus of studies on glioma treatment (1). 
Moreover, the theory of brain glioma stem cells (BGSCs) and 
has provided more aspects and opportunities to better under-
stand gliomas (2-5). Thus, BGSCs were grown from clinical 
samples of high-grade brain glioma patients, the mRNA expres-
sion levels of Fas/Fas-L were determined, and their effects on 
the apoptosis of glioma cells and Fas-related immunotherapies 
were estimated, which may help to provide further knowledge 
on the biological characteristics of malignant brain gliomas.

Materials and methods

Glioma specimens collection. All samples were obtained from 
the resected glioma tissues from 8 patients at the Neurosurgery 
Department, as approved by the Institutional Review Boards 
of the First Clinical Hospital, China Medical University. 
Tumors were graded at the China Medical University by the 
experienced neuropathologists in accordance with the WHO 
established guidelines. Seventeen samples were included, of 
which 8 samples successfully grew BGSCs. In 8 gliomas, 
there were 6 anaplastic gliomas (grade Ⅲ) and 2 glioblastoma 
multiformes (grade Ⅳ), including 3 males and 5 females; the 
ages varied from 44 to 75 years (mean, 53.75).

Primary culture, cell propagation and cloning. Primary 
glioma cells and tumor cell sphere cultures were performed 
as previously described [Singh et al (2-3)] (4,5), with some 
modifications. Briefly, the samples were preserved at 4˚C 
after resection, and managed in 30 min. Tissues were washed, 
minced, digested enzymatically, dissociated and passed 
through a series of cell strainers. Cells were seeded in DMEM/
F12 medium (Gibco) supplemented with recombined human 
basic fibroblast growth factor (rh-bFGF; 20 ng/ml, Invitrogen), 
recombined human epidermal growth factor (rh-EGF; 20 ng/
ml, Invitrogen), B-27 supplement (1:50, without serum and 
vitamin A; Gibco-Invitrogen), 100 IU/ml penicillin G and 
100 µg/ml streptomycin, at a density of 2x105 live cells/ml. 
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Primary glioma cells were grown in DMEM/F12 medium 
with 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco), and passaged over 
4 generations. When tumor cell sphere formation was noted, 
they were dissociated into single cells by mechanical trituration 
through a fire-polished Pasteur pipette, and reseeded into the 
same stem cell medium at the same density.

Limiting dilution assays. The tumor spheres of each sample 
were passaged over 4 generations. Tumor spheres of 3-4 
generations were collected, dissociated and plated in 96-well 
microwell plates in 0.2 ml volumes of stem cell medium 
(DMEM/F-12 with rh-bFGF, rh-EGF and B-27). After serial 
dilution, the final cell density was 1-2 cells/well. Cultures were 
fed 0.025 ml of stem cell medium every 2 days. On day 7, each 
well was observed under a microscope to evaluate the clonal 
formation ability of tumor sphere cells.

Differentiation assay of tumor spheres. Tumor spheres of 
3-4 generations were harvested and moved onto anti-peeling 
slides pre-coated with poly-L-lysine (Sigma) in DMEM/F-12 
with 15% FBS and B-27, but without rh-bFGF and rh-EGF. 
The spheres were inspected under a microscope at regular 
intervals. Seven days later, the tumor spheres after induced 
differentiation were subjected to immunocytochemistry assay.

Immunocytochemistry assays. Undifferentiated tumor spheres 
of 3-4 generations were collected, plated onto anti-peeling 
slides and cultured in stem cell medium for 4 h. Tumor spheres 
were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with 
antibodies against CD133 (mouse monoclonal antibodies, 
1:200; Abcam) at 4˚C, followed by Cy3-conjugated goat 
anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:50; Sigma). Nuclei were 
counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).

Tumor spheres after induced differentiation were fixed with 
4% paraformaldehyde and stained with antibodies against glial 
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP; monoclonal rabbit anti-GFAP, 
1:200; Bioworld) for glial cells and TU-20 (monoclonal mouse 
anti-β-tubulin III isoform, C-terminus, 1:200; Millipore) for 
neurons, for 24 h at 4˚C. Cy3- and FITC-conjugated secondary 
antibodies (goat anti-rabbit and goat anti-mouse, 1:50; 
Sigma) were used, respectively. Nuclei were counterstained 
with DAPI. All stained cells were finally observed under an 
Olympus BX61 fluorescent microscope and imaged.

Extraction of total RNA and real-time quantitative RT-PCR. 
In brief, the cultured primary glioma cells and tumor spheres 
(3-4 passage) were collected and homogenized in TRIzol 
(Takara), followed by total RNA extraction with an RNAsimple 
Total RNA kit (Tiangen Biotech). mRNA expression levels 
of Fas/Fas-L were detected by real-time RT-PCR. The reac-
tion was performed on an ABI PRISM 7000 Real-Time PCR 
System (Applied Biosystems), using an SYBR PrimeScript 
RT-PCR Two-Step kit (Takara) according to the manufac-
turer's instructions, and GAPDH was used as the internal 
reference. The reaction volume was 20 µl for each gene. All 
primers were designed and synthesized by Takara (Table I). 
The PCR condition was 95˚C for 10 sec, then 95˚C for 5 sec 
and 60˚C for 31 sec, 40 cycles. The quantitative RT-PCR data 
were assessed using ∆∆CT for evaluating the results with the 
ABI Prism 7000 Software. A standard melting-curve cycle 

was used to examine the quality of amplification. For each 
analysis, samples were normalized by comparison with the 
housekeeping gene, GAPDH.

Statistical analysis. In real-time RT-PCR, data were analyzed 
by the two-tailed paired t-test and presented as the means 
± standard deviation with SigmaPlot 11.0 software (Systat 
Software). The significance level was set at 0.05. The results 
were visualized with histograms.

Results

Brain glioma cells form tumor spheres and can be serially 
passaged. After dissociation and primary culture, the glioma 
cells were grown as monolayers in medium containing FBS, 
then they were switched to medium permissive for stem cell 
proliferation. Within 48-72 h, single cell division could be 
observed, and 5-7 days later a large amount of neurosphere-
like clusters was formed. These tumor spheres were suspended 
and were round or oval appearance, each comprised 4-10 cells, 
with fine refraction under a light microscope. Some tumor 
spheres showed irregular aspects. The majority of monolayer 
cells remained adherent and continued to differentiate, which 
were removed during passage. Tumor spheres enlarged their 
volumes and cell amounts after multiple passages, meanwhile, 
the generation time was shortened. After dissociation and 
reseeding in the stem cell medium, the tumor sphere cells 
formed new subspheres. Images of the tumor spheres are 
shown in Fig. 1.

Tumor sphere cells show ability of self-renewal. The serial 
passage of tumor sphere cells showed that they have favorable 
proliferative ability. Some tumor spheres were harvested and 
subjected to subsphere formation by limiting dilution. After 
dissociation, tumor cells were seeded in microwell plates at a 
density of 1-2 cells/well. Seven days later, secondary subspheres 
were observed under a microscope. These one mother cell-
derived spheres were dissociated into individual cells and 
reseeded as described above. New secondary subspheres from 
single cells were formed again. Limiting dilution assay showed 
the self-renewal ability of the tumor sphere cells.

Immunocytochemistry of tumor spheres and their differenti-
ated progeny. As a cell surface marker of normal human neural 
stem cells, CD133 has been generally used for identifying 
BGSCs (2-4). Tumor spheres fixed on slides were stained and 
inspected under a fluorescent microscope. The undifferenti-

Table I. Primer details.

Fas (F) 5' TTC TGC CAT AAG CCC TGT CC 3'
Fas (R) 5' TGT ACT CCT TCC CTT CTT GG 3'
Fas-L (F) 5' GCC TGT GTC TCC TTG TGA TG 3'
Fas-L (R) 5' TGG ACT TGC CTG TTA AAT GGG 3'
GAPDH (F) 5' GCACCGTCAAGGCTGAGAAC 3'
GAPDH (R) 5' TGGTGAAGACGCCAGTGGA 3'

F, forward; R, reverse.
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ated tumor spheres exhibited immunoreactivity for CD133, as 
shown in Fig. 2.

After induced differentiation assay, the differentiated tumor 
sphere cells were subjected to immunostaining of GFAP and 
TU-20. The results proved that these cells expressed markers of 
at least two kinds of mature neural cells, glial cells (GFAP) and 
neurons (TU-20), as shown in Fig. 3. Double-positive staining 
indicated that these tumor sphere cells were multipotent.

Fas/Fas-L mRNA expression levels are higher in tumor sphere 
cells. Real-time RT-PCR detection was conducted in the tumor 
sphere cells and mature primary glioma cells as described 
above. A certain amount of mRNA up to the requirement 
was extracted from each sample and reverse-transcribed into 
cDNA, followed by PCR. The ∆∆CT method was used to eval-
uate the relative expression quantity of Fas/Fas-L. The results 
revealed that the mRNA expression levels of tumor sphere 
cells were higher than those of differentiated primary glioma 
cells. One-way ANOVA analysis was performed to calculate 
the means ± standard deviation with SigmaPlot 11.0 software, 
followed by a two-tailed t-test, which showed p<0.001 for Fas/

Fas-L in both groups, with significant statistical difference. 
The results were converted to a histogram, as shown in Fig. 4.

Discussion

Brain gliomas comprise 33.3-58.9% of intracranial tumors, 
and are the most intractable among primary brain tumors. 
Over the years, the incidence of gliomas is still rising, but the 
prognosis has not improved (6). Scientists have made great 
efforts to investigate treatments for brain gliomas; inducing 
the apoptosis of glioma cells is one of the treatment options. 
Fas/Fas-L interaction induces the assembly of the death-
inducing signaling complex, including Fas, Fas-associated 
death domain (FADD) and caspases, and culminates in the 
apoptosis of Fas-positive cells. Fas is not expressed in normal 
brain tissues, but glioma cells are Fas-positive, which provides 
a promising therapeutic strategy for gliomas. 

Tachibana et al reported a correlation between Fas expres-
sion and the malignancy grade of astrocytomas, indicating the 
impact of Fas on glioma progression (7). Frei et al documented 
that malignant glioma cells are sensitive to Fas-L-mediated 
apoptosis ex vivo (8). Roth et al demonstrated that Fas-L can 
synergistically induce the apoptosis of Fas-positive glioma 
cell lines accompanied with chemotherapeutic agents, and 
the sensitivity of Fas-L-mediated apoptosis is related to Fas 
expression on the cell surface (1). All the findings above indi-
cate that Fas induces cell apoptosis by binding Fas antibodies 

Figure 1. Tumor cell spheres cultured in committed stem cell medium (mag-
nification, x200).

Figure 2. Immunocytochemistry showed that the tumor cell spheres were 
CD133-positive (red), and the nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue).

Figure 3. After induced differentiation, immunochemistry showed that the 
differentiated tumor cell spheres express GFAP (cy3 as the secondary anti-
body, red), and TU-20 (FITC as the secondary antibody, green). The nuclei 
were counterstained with DAPI. The induced differentiation assay proved the 
multipotency of tumor cell spheres.
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or Fas-L, which is important for glioma immunotherapy. Chen 
et al confirmed that Fas-L is expressed in most gliomas and 
is negative in normal brain tissues, but there is no evident 
correlation between Fas-L expression and glioma malignancy; 
besides, Fas protein expression levels increase when the malig-
nant degree of gliomas is elevated (9). Although many glioma 
immunotherapies targeting Fas are still empirical studies, 
certain experimental results have shown a promising prospect 
for glioma immunotherapies (10,11).

Over the years, the finding of BGSCs is an important 
advance in glioma studies. BGSCs have proven to be the 
‘initiating cells’ of gliomas, which are pivotal in glioma 
initiation, progression and recurrence. In addition, CD133 
is the most preferred marker for identifying BGSCs (2-4). 
Though the mechanisms behind BGSCs remain unknown, 
the theory of BGSCs and relevant research results have shown 
that BGSCs may become a new target for the treatment of 
gliomas. At present, it is generally accepted that gliomas 
cannot be cured unless all the BGSCs are eradicated, as new 
tumors will inevitably form once any BGSCs survive the 
glioma therapies (12,13).

According to the theories described above, we speculate 
that any immunotherapies targeting Fas take effect and elimi-
nate gliomas only if they can eradicate the BGSCs. Several 
previous investigations on the biological characteristics 
of BGSCs have demonstrated that BGSCs are resistant to 
multiple therapeutic strategies, including radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy, which leads to the failure to cure gliomas; 
moreover, the gliomas will recur inevitably if BGSCs survive 
any therapy, as the residual BGSCs initiate tumorigenesis and 
form new glioma foci (14,15). In addition, immunosuppression 
and immune escape are also difficulties in the immunotherapy 
of gliomas (16,17). Therefore, the efficacy and prospect of 
immunotherapies targeting Fas/Fas-L still need to be proven 
by further studies. 

In this study, we successfully grew BGSCs from clinical 
glioma specimens, and determined mRNA expression of Fas/
Fas-L by quantitative real-time RT-PCR. The results showed 
that either Fas or Fas-L mRNA expression in BGSCs was lower 
than its corresponding differentiated primary glioma cells. It 
is known that immunotherapies based on Fas, regardless of Fas 
antibodies or Fas-L, are all targeting Fas. Weller et al reported 
that gliomas would resist Fas antibody-mediated apoptosis if 
Fas expression is low or undetectable (18). In this study, we 
detected low mRNA expression levels of Fas and Fas-L in 
BGSCs. From these results, it can perhaps be concluded that 
immunotherapies targeting Fas are not very effective, which is 
not very optimistic for the treatment of gliomas. However, only 
the mRNA expression levels were detected and, as we know, 
gene expression abundance is a key issue and determines the 
practical effects of Fas/Fas-L. Moreover, signal transduc-
tion intensity is also important for the final effects of Fas/
Fas-L. Nevertheless, low expression of Fas/Fas-L in BGSCs 
is consistent with other biological characteristics of BGSCs; 
the tendency of immortalization (escape from apoptosis) and 
resistance to other treatments, which may exert a negative 
impact on various therapies targeting Fas.

In this study, we sought to determine the mRNA expres-
sion of Fas/Fas-L in BGSCs, and estimate their effects on 
glioma immunotherapies targeting Fas. We anticipate that low 
expression of Fas/Fas-L in BGSCs may lead to the failure of 
immunotherapies targeting Fas, since the BGSCs could not 
be eradicated and may result in the recurrence of gliomas. A 
study by Bertrand et al also showed that human glioma stem 
cells from the U87 cell line were resistant to Fas-induced 
apoptosis (19), which is consistent with our results. The theory 
of BGSCs has practically altered our cognition of gliomas in 
various aspects, and has challenged many current therapeutic 
strategies of gliomas, such as the selection of therapeutic 
targets and glioma immunotherapies (12,13,20,21). In fact, to 
elucidate the biological features of glioma simply based on any 
individual gene is difficult, since glioma initiation, progres-
sion and relapse are complex processes, and the expression of 
various genes and related immunoregulation and the signaling 
pathways involved in immunotherapies are complicated. The 
experimental result that mRNA expression levels of Fas/Fas-L 
are lower in BGSCs is just one of multiple biological character-
istics of gliomas. Further investigations are warranted to better 
evaluate the effects of BGSCs in the biological processes of 
gliomas, and to more accurately understand the prospect of 
Fas/Fas-L in glioma treatments.

Figure 4. After real-time RT-PCR determination, a paired t-test revealed that 
the mRNA expression of both Fas/Fas-L in BGSCs was lower compared to 
their counterparts in primary glioma cells, and the differences were statisti-
cally significant (p<0.001 for both factors).
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